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2 Children’s ability to reflect upon and manipulate the sounds in words (’phonological 
3 awareness’) develops as part of natural language acquisition, supports reading acquisition, 
4 and develops further as reading and spelling are learned. Children with developmental 
5 dyslexia typically have impairments in phonological awareness. Many developmental factors 
6 contribute to individual differences in phonological development. One important source of 
7 individual differences may be the child’s sensory/neural processing of the speech signal from 
8 an amplitude modulation (~ energy or intensity variation) perspective, which may affect the 
9 quality of the sensory/neural representations (’phonological representations’) that support 
10 phonological awareness. During speech encoding, brain electrical rhythms (oscillations, 
11 rhythmic variations in neural excitability) re-calibrate their temporal activity to be in time 
12 with rhythmic energy variations in the speech signal. The accuracy of this neural alignment 
13 or ’entrainment’ process is related to speech intelligibility. Recent neural studies demonstrate 
14 atypical oscillatory function at slower rates in children with developmental dyslexia. Potential 
15 relations with the development of phonological awareness by children with dyslexia are 
16 discussed. 
17 Keywords:  dyslexia, oscillations, phonological processing
18
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21 Individual differences in children’s ‘phonological awareness’ (their awareness of the 
22 sound structure of words as measured by behavioural tasks) are related to their progress in 
23 reading and spelling development, and this relationship has been found in all languages so far 
24 studied (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). A range of oral tasks has been developed to measure 
25 ‘phonological awareness’ at different linguistic levels, for example rhyme judgement (which 
26 is the ‘odd word out’ from “cot” “pot” “hat”?), syllable counting (how many syllables in 
27 “caterpillar”?), and judgements about syllable stress patterns (which is correct, “SO-fa” or 
28 “so-FA”; Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Liberman et al., 1974; Wood, 2006). Awareness of these 
29 different levels of phonology is considered to be present in young children before reading is 
30 taught. These data suggest that the sensory/neural representations developed by the 
31 preliterate brain for processing spoken language (‘phonological representations’) are 
32 sufficiently well-specified to enable children to identify larger phonological units when 
33 responding in phonological awareness tasks, units such as syllables and rhymes. By contrast, 
34 children’s awareness of the individual speech sounds in words (phonemes, approximately 
35 equivalent to the sound elements represented by the alphabet) develops largely as a 
36 consequence of reading instruction (Ziegler et al., 2010; Castro-Caldas et al, 1998). Before 
37 literacy is taught, pre-reading children (and illiterate adults) perform poorly on phoneme-
38 level tasks (e.g., “What is the second sound in the word ‘train’?”). However, pre-reading 
39 children and illiterate adults show good awareness of larger phonological units within words, 
40 such as syllables and rhymes. Accordingly, this review of the child’s sensory/neural 
41 processing of the speech signal as related to their phonological awareness will focus on pre-
42 literate phonology and explore the sensory/neural factors that support the identification of 
43 syllable stress, syllables and rhyme. 
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44 It is important to note that many factors other than sensory/neural processing also 
45 determine the child’s development of phonological awareness, as depicted in Figure 1. Some 
46 factors, such as age of acquisition of words and vocabulary size, are likely to be language 
47 universal, while others such as phonological neighbourhood density (the number of words 
48 that are ‘neighbours’ of a target word because they share sounds in common) will be 
49 language specific. Nevertheless, most of these lexical factors operate in similar ways in 
50 children with and without dyslexia (Thomson et al., 2005). Importantly, learning to read and 
51 spell changes phonological awareness. Learning to read and spell is particularly important for 
52 the development of phoneme awareness. For example, when asked to choose pictures whose 
53 names began with the same sound as “truck”, children who were readers chose items like 
54 “turkey”, while pre-literate children frequently chose items like “chair” (Read, 1986). Read 
55 argued that this occurred because the ‘t’ sound in “truck” is affricated and hence is 
56 phonologically closer to “ch”, a phonetic distinction still heard by the pre-literate brain. 
57 Indeed, the young pre-readers studied by Read would mis-spell ‘truck’ as ‘chrac’ and 
58 ‘ashtray’ as ‘aschray’, errors that disappear as children learn conventional spelling patterns. 
59 Hence learning spelling patterns changes speech perception (see also Ehri & Wilce, 1980; 
60 readers hear more phonemes in the word PITCH than in the word RICH). While many factors 
61 will play a role in the development of a high-quality phonological system (see Figure 1), the 
62 efficiency of children’s sensory/neural processing of acoustic information appears to be a key 
63 source of individual differences in phonological learning (Goswami, 2015). The nature of the 
64 sensory/neural processing that may govern individual differences in the quality of children’s 
65 phonological representations is the focus of this paper. 
66
67 Figure 1 about here 
68
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69 The Phonological Hierarchy and the Amplitude Modulation Hierarchy 
70
71 The different levels of phonological awareness demonstrated in behavioural studies 
72 with children can be conceptualised as a linguistic hierarchy, in which awareness of larger 
73 phonological units, like syllables, emerges prior to awareness of smaller phonological units, 
74 like rhymes or phonemes. This phonological hierarchy can also be described in terms of 
75 hierarchically-nested levels of rhythmic organisation of speech (as proposed by linguists like 
76 Liberman & Prince, 1977). The higher organisational level of the stress foot, a rhythmic unit 
77 that contains a strong syllable and one or more weaker syllables (as in “PUSSycat” or 
78 “MONkey”), governs the positioning of syllables and phonemes, so that prosodic structure is 
79 determined by the positioning of larger phonological units such as stressed syllables. 
80 Children with developmental dyslexia show reduced awareness of phonology at all levels in 
81 the hierarchy, including syllable stress patterns (Goswami et al., 2013). As phonological 
82 awareness tasks measure children’s awareness of the sound structure of language, 
83 performance in these tasks is assumed to provide an index of the quality of children’s 
84 phonological representations. Here I define phonological representations as sensory/neural 
85 distributed representations in the brain that are activated as word forms (se also Port, 2007). I 
86 argue here that acoustic processing of the speech signal is likely to contribute to individual 
87 differences in children’s phonological representations in important ways. In turn, this affects 
88 phonological awareness.
89 Our recent research suggests that an important acoustic parameter with respect to the 
90 stress foot and the organisation of the mental lexicon is change over time in intensity or 
91 amplitude in the speech signal (amplitude modulation, AM, see Leong et al., 2014; Leong & 
92 Goswami, 2015, 2017). Amplitude modulation has previously received little attention in the 
93 developmental language literature. Speech is a pressure wave, and the changes in amplitude 
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94 (~ signal energy) produced as the speaker opens and closes the vocal tract are experienced as 
95 variations in loudness or intensity. In natural speech, there are periodic quasi-rhythmic 
96 variations in amplitude at a number of different temporal rates simultaneously. The semi-
97 periodic variations are caused by simultaneous movements of the vocal folds, tongue and 
98 vocal tract. These changes in amplitude are primarily experienced by the listener as speech 
99 rhythm (Greenberg, 2006). For example, in a children’s nursery rhyme like “Ring-a-ring-o’-
100 roses”, regularly-spaced AMs at slower rates (~ 2Hz and ~5 Hz) can be detected in the speech 
101 signal (see top panel, Figure 2). These AM-driven “beats” create a rhythm pattern of stressed 
102 syllables like “ring” and unstressed syllables like “a”, a metrical (here, trochaic) rhythm 
103 pattern. The overall shape of these amplitude changes is called the amplitude envelope (AE), 
104 plotted in red in the middle panel of Figure 2. The top panel shows the multiple AEs carried 
105 by different frequency bands in speech. These are colour-coded from low frequencies (red 
106 colours, foreground) to high frequencies (blue colours, background). The bottom panel of the 
107 figure shows the same speech information plotted as the speech spectrogram familiar from 
108 textbooks. The spectrogram primarily depicts the presence of energy across frequency 
109 (~pitch) over time, so in the spectogram changes in amplitude are depicted via increased 
110 shading. This may render their possible perceptual salience less obvious. 
111
112 Figure 2 about here 
113
114 The dominance of red colour AMs in Figure 2 (top panel) shows that the rhythmic 
115 changes carried by low-frequency speech information (< ~700 Hz) are particularly salient. 
116 Indeed, the AM peaks that are correlated with the occurrence of stressed syllables show 
117 particularly large amplitude changes in the lower frequency regions of the signal. AMs in the 
118 amplitude envelope and their phase relations (how the AMs synchronise with each other) 
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119 have been shown to provide an acoustic statistical guide to the placement of stressed 
120 syllables, syllables and to the onset-rime division of syllables as well (Leong et al., 2014; 
121 Leong & Goswami, 2015). To divide any syllable into its constituent onset-rime units, we 
122 divide at the vowel, as in s-eam, st-eam, str-eam. Words with more than one syllable have 
123 more than one rime, as in “captain” and “mountain”, these words share a rime for the final 
124 syllable but do not rhyme in British English.
125 For example, Leong et al. (2014) played adult listeners English nursery rhymes that 
126 had been manipulated via tone vocoding  to remove phonetic information. Tone vocoding 
127 involves removing the temporal fine structure from the original signal and then applying the 
128 AMs to a sine tone carrier. The resulting acoustic patterns had clear rhythmic temporal 
129 patterning, for example sounding like morse code or flutter, but were unintelligible. Leong 
130 and her colleagues reported that participants could reliably recognise nursery rhymes solely 
131 on the basis of the phase relations between AMs at relatively slow rates (~2 Hz and ~4 Hz for 
132 these stimuli). When the AM peaks at these two rates were strongly synchronised, a stressed 
133 syllable was perceived. Leong and Goswami (2015) then developed an AM phase hierarchy 
134 model of the speech signal based on metrical speech (English nursery rhymes; the Spectral-
135 Amplitude Modulation Phase Hierarchy model, S-AMPH). The model was created from 44 
136 nursery rhymes of varying rhythm patterns, and then tested with a subset of nursery rhymes 
137 to see whether the model could identify phonological units. The S-AMPH model showed 
138 success rates above 90% in identifying stressed syllables, syllables and onset-rime units in the 
139 new nursery rhymes (Leong & Goswami, 2015). Again, phase relations between AMs at 
140 different temporal rates (centered respectively on ~2 Hz, ~5 Hz and ~20 Hz for these stimuli) 
141 provided the core acoustic statistics. In Leong and Goswami’s model, the phase relations 
142 between the AM bands were arranged hierarchically, with the slowest rate (a band of AMs 
143 spanning 0.9 – 2.5 Hz) governing the phase relations with faster bands. 
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144 These modelling data suggest that acoustic sensitivity to patterns of AM in the 
145 amplitude envelope at what could be denoted ‘stress’ (~2 Hz) and ‘syllable’ (~5 Hz) rates 
146 (see Ghitza & Greenberg, 2009) might be important for children’s phonological development. 
147 Indeed, recent experimental studies show that the speech tasks used to measure phonological 
148 development in children contain systematic slow AM information. For example, Leong and 
149 Goswami (2017) modelled the individual words in the rhyme oddity task (“cot” “pot” “hat”) 
150 using the S-AMPH model. They found that judgements about phonological similarity (i.e., 
151 that “cot” and “pot” rhyme, while “pot” and “hat” do not) depended critically on phase 
152 information in the slowest band of AMs, 0.9 – 2.5 Hz. Words that shared similar AM phase 
153 in this slowest temporal band were judged to rhyme. The slow AM factors derived from the 
154 modelling were the only factors to account for significant variance in children’s errors in the 
155 rhyme oddity task. Flanagan and Goswami (2018) modelled phoneme deletion (“Say ‘hift’ 
156 without the /f/”) and plural elicitation (“wug” – “wugs”) tasks using the S-AMPH model. 
157 They found that for both of these phoneme-level tasks, the acoustic difference between items 
158 and correct responses was best described by a change in the magnitude of the phase 
159 synchronisation between the two slowest AM bands (0.9 – 2.5 Hz, and 2.5 – 12 Hz, 
160 approximately the ‘stress’ and ‘syllable’ rate bands). Children with dyslexia made more 
161 phoneme deletion errors (hift-hit) as the magnitude of this change increased. The greater the 
162 change in the phase synchronisation between two phonologically-similar words, the larger the 
163 similarity space of phonologically-similar words. For children with dyslexia, this increased 
164 set of possible solutions appeared to make it more difficult to work out the correct answer. 
165 This is likely to be because their neural representation of the AM structure in the amplitude 
166 envelope is poorly encoded, as discussed below. 
167 Accordingly, acoustic sensitivity to patterns of AM in the amplitude envelope at 
168 slower rates does appear to be important for children’s phonological development. Forty 
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169 years ago, Bradley and Bryant (1978) suggested that difficulties in the ‘auditory organisation’ 
170 of word forms in the mental lexicon might be a source of reading difficulties for children. 
171 Bradley and Bryant suggested that children might use parameters like rhyme and alliteration 
172 to organise words by acoustic similarity, and that this similarity-based organisation might be 
173 impaired in children with developmental dyslexia. Their landmark study was one reason for 
174 the concerted research effort across languages into the relationship between phonological 
175 awareness, learning to read, and reading difficulties (Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Ziegler & 
176 Goswami, 2005). Our new understanding of the hierarchical organisation of AMs nested in 
177 the amplitude envelope offers one way of operationalising these acoustic similarity relations. 
178 The accurate discrimination of AMs in a temporal band focused on ~2 Hz is important for 
179 recognising phonological similarity between words at the rhyme level (Leong & Goswami, 
180 2017). The accurate discrimination of phase relations between AMs in temporal bands 
181 focused on ~2 Hz and ~5 Hz is important for perceiving strong and weak syllable patterning 
182 in sentences – for prosodic discrimination (Leong et al., 2014). The accurate discrimination 
183 of phase relations between AMs in these same relatively slow temporal bands in individual 
184 items is important for phoneme deletion, as well as for pluralisation (Flanagan & Goswami, 
185 2018). Hence accurate discrimination of different bands of AMs and their phase relations 
186 should be important for the development of well-specified phonological representations by 
187 children. Note that AM discrimination is related to all linguistic levels measured by 
188 phonological awareness tasks – syllable stress patterns, syllables, onset-rimes and phonemes. 
189 Clearly, this AM information is only one set of potential acoustic statistics upon which 
190 ‘auditory organisation’ may be based, and an AM-description offers complementary 
191 information to the acoustic clues to phonology captured by other acoustic indices such as 
192 rapid spectral changes. Nevertheless, sensitivity to different rates of AM in speech may be a 
193 critical source of individual differences between children.
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195 The Neural Oscillatory Hierarchy and Phase Entrainment
196
197 The AM patterns found nested in the speech signal appear to provide an important set 
198 of statistics for neural speech encoding. In fact, adult neuroimaging studies have already 
199 shown that encoding of AMs by the brain at different temporal rates is important for speech 
200 intelligibility (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Ghitza et al. 2012; for review). The adult studies 
201 show that the oscillations intrinsic to auditory cortex track the speech signal, and that 
202 oscillatory phase plays a key role in intelligibility (Poeppel, 2014). Accurate encoding is 
203 achieved neurally by networks of cells that oscillate (i.e., vary quasi-rhythmically between 
204 electrical excitation and inhibition, even when there is no incoming signal) at different 
205 temporal rates that match the core AM patterns in speech. The physiological basis for these 
206 oscillations comprise the synaptic potentials of pyramidal cells and their networks of 
207 inhibitory interneurons. Neuronal oscillations can be reliably measured on the scalp using 
208 EEG (electroencephalography), with millisecond accuracy. EEG most probably records the 
209 synchronization of activities reflecting neural communication processes rather than direct 
210 neuronal bursting, however the underlying physiology is not well-understood (see Edwards & 
211 Chang, 2013). The key temporal oscillatory rates for speech encoding appear to be delta (1 – 
212 3 Hz, 1 – 3 times per second), theta (4 – 8 Hz), beta (15 – 30 Hz) and gamma (> 30 Hz, 
213 Poeppel, 2014). The cell networks use ‘rise times’ or amplitude increases (rises in amplitude, 
214 sometimes called auditory ‘edges’) as triggers to re-set or re-calibrate their quasi-rhythmic 
215 activity to synchronise temporally with the AMs in speech (Gross et al., 2013). This 
216 mechanism of phase-resetting means that more potentials are discharged to coincide with AM 
217 peaks and fewer potentials are discharged to coincide with AM troughs, thereby maximising 
218 neural excitability with the maximal points of information in the speech signal. This 
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219 automatic alignment of endogenous brain rhythms and AM-driven rhythm patterns in speech 
220 is called oscillatory phase alignment, phase locking or phase entrainment. Adult studies have 
221 confirmed the importance of amplitude envelope rise times in successful phase alignment. 
222 For example, if theta-rate rise times are removed from the speech signal, theoretically thereby 
223 removing syllabic markers, the speech becomes unintelligible to adult listeners (Doelling et 
224 al., 2014). Intelligibility returns when simple clicks are inserted at the theta rate, suggesting 
225 that theta rise times help in parsing syllables from continuous speech.
226 The core role of amplitude rise times for neural phase re-setting is particularly 
227 interesting with respect to developmental dyslexia. A series of studies conducted over the 
228 past 15 years in a range of languages (English, French, Hungarian, Chinese, Spanish, Dutch 
229 and Finnish) have documented impaired rise time discrimination in children with 
230 developmental dyslexia (see Goswami et al., 2002; 2011a; Muneaux et al., 2004; Hämäläinen 
231 et al., 2009; Surányi et al., 2009; Poelmans et al., 2011). In these studies, individual 
232 differences in language-relevant phonological awareness tasks were typically associated with 
233 individual differences in rise time discrimination. For example, rise time discrimination was 
234 associated with tone awareness in Chinese, with phoneme awareness in Spanish, and with 
235 rhyme awareness in English (Goswami et al., 2011a). These correlations suggest that rise 
236 time discrimination may be an important sensory factor relating to the development of 
237 phonological awareness by children. The mechanistic role of rise times in the automatic 
238 phase re-setting of the ongoing cortical oscillations that encode the AMs in the speech signal, 
239 coupled with the importance of the accurate discrimination of the amplitude modulation 
240 hierarchy in the speech amplitude envelope for perceiving phonological units of different 
241 sizes, could underlie these significant relationships. Accordingly, the efficiency of children’s 
242 sensory/neural processing of amplitude modulation patterns in speech is likely to have a 
243 direct effect on the quality of their phonological representations.
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245 Figure 3 about here
246
247 Figure 3 depicts this neural oscillatory perspective in simplified terms. The neural 
248 oscillatory hierarchy is shown on the left-hand side of the figure, and reflects the endogenous 
249 oscillatory frequency bands related to speech processing found in auditory and motor cortex. 
250 The approximate temporal rates of the AM bands in the acoustic hierarchy nested in the 
251 speech amplitude envelope of child-directed rhythmic speech are depicted on the right-hand 
252 side of the figure. The figure highlights the temporal match between the AM rates in speech 
253 and the oscillatory rates in the brain, and  simultaneously illustrates the sensory/neural 
254 correspondence with the phonological units that are parsed by the Spectral-Amplitude 
255 Modulation Phase Hierarchy model, depicted in the centre of the figure (for statistical 
256 analyses, see Leong & Goswami, 2015). Temporal rates for the AM bands in Figure 3 are 
257 approximate, as the statistical modelling identified broad bands of AMs centred on these 
258 rates. Further, the entire hierarchy nested in the speech signal can be expected to expand or 
259 contract depending on speaker rate. A faster rate of syllable production will compress the 
260 temporal characteristics of the hierarchy, while a slower rate of syllable production will 
261 expand these characteristics (see Leong et al., 2017, for a comparison of infant-directed 
262 speech and adult-directed speech incorporating a rate-matched comparison). Similarly, the 
263 neural oscillatory bands cover a range of frequencies, reflecting neurobiological data 
264 (Poeppel, 2014). Logically, however, the relational structure of the hierarchies should remain 
265 intact across speaker rate and across individual differences in preferred oscillatory phase, 
266 supporting automatic speech-to-brain mapping. Research with adults indicates that the 
267 neuronal oscillations that encode speech are also nested, forming a temporal hierarchy, with 
268 delta (~ 2 Hz, the slowest rate) at the top (Gross et al., 2013). This relatively slow oscillatory 
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269 rate governs changes in phase (timing of activation) or power (strength of activation) in 
270 neuronal oscillations at faster temporal rates, such as theta and gamma. 
271
272 Phase Entrainment to Rhythmic Speech by Children 
273
274 The fact that a neural oscillatory hierarchy matches the AM/phonological hierarchy 
275 found in child-directed rhythmic speech (Figure 3) suggests that the deliberately rhythmic 
276 registers found in the language used with young children across cultures (and in children’s 
277 spontaneous language play) are important developmentally. English nursery rhymes, German 
278 ‘knee riding verses’, lullabies and similar metrically-patterned children’s songs and poems 
279 found in many languages may have an important role in developing the language system by 
280 ‘entraining the oscillators’. As discussed earlier (Figure 3), the rhythmic rate of ~2 Hz is 
281 salient in English nursery rhymes, reflecting the temporal placement of stressed syllables. 
282 Interestingly, cross-language research in linguistics (Dauer, 1983) suggests that 2 Hz is also 
283 the average rate across languages for producing stressed syllables in conversational speech. If 
284 infant-directed speech is analysed from an AM perspective, it turns out to have more energy 
285 in the AM band centred on 2 Hz than adult-directed speech (corresponding to the oscillatory 
286 delta band, see Leong et al., 2017). As well as having more delta band energy, infant-directed 
287 speech shows stronger phase synchronisation between ~2 Hz and ~5 Hz AMs compared to 
288 adult-directed speech, corresponding to oscillatory delta-theta phase synchronisation. Hence 
289 infant-directed speech emphasises both delta-band AM information and delta-theta AM phase 
290 synchronisation, characteristics of the speech signal that are important for extracting the 
291 phonological linguistic hierarchy (Leong & Goswami, 2015). The different temporal structure 
292 of infant-directed speech compared to adult-directed speech supports the idea that the 
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293 accurate encoding of AMs at delta- and theta-rates is important for phonological learning and 
294 the quality of children’s phonological representations.
295 Neural oscillatory entrainment to speech can be studied in infants and children using 
296 electrophysiology and the electroencephalogram (EEG). In EEG studies, variations in the 
297 brain’s electrical energy patterns are recorded using sensors placed on the scalp. When 
298 analysed with advanced signal processing methods, EEG recordings can reveal the phase 
299 alignment (entrainment) of cell network activity at different rates (delta, theta) with AMs in 
300 the speech envelope. Studies using EEG have also measured oscillatory entrainment by using 
301 AM-noise, a rhythmic input which matches the complexity of the speech signal. Using AM-
302 noise produces a simple neural signal - an auditory steady-state response (ASSR) at the same 
303 rate as the modulation (e.g., a 2 Hz input causes a 2 Hz response). For an ASSR, it is difficult 
304 to be sure that the brain response at (for example) a ‘syllabic’ rate like 5 Hz is identical to the 
305 brain response that would occur for real syllables embedded in the speech stream. Therefore, 
306 while the ASSR enables measurement of the time scales of cortical processing, it does not 
307 necessarily reflect the integrity of oscillatory processing for different phonological units in 
308 speech. Nevertheless, experimental work shows that German-learning infants show an ASSR  
309 to delta/theta and gamma rates of rhythmic non-speech stimulation from birth (Telkemeyer et 
310 al., 2011), suggesting that the mechanisms likely to support oscillatory entrainment to AM 
311 information in the speech signal are already ‘on-line’. Indeed, the auditory system may well 
312 be set up to process speech in the womb, at least regarding low frequency voice modulations, 
313 as these are transmitted though the amniotic fluid. Accordingly, oscillatory entrainment to 
314 speech information in delta and theta bands may possibly begin in the womb. This could be 
315 studied experimentally.
316 Typically-developing children also show oscillatory entrainment. In the first study to 
317 measure oscillatory phase entrainment to speech rather than AM noise by children, Power 
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318 and colleagues used a syllable repetition task to ensure a rhythmic stimulus (“ba… ba… ba”; 
319 2 Hz rate, Power et al., 2012). The children either both saw and heard the speech (video of a 
320 ‘talking head’; auditory-visual or AV condition), or heard the speech only (auditory 
321 condition, A), or saw the speech only (visual condition, V). The visual condition was 
322 included as speech is a multi-modal stimulus. In principle, visual entrainment to speech 
323 should also be important for intelligibility (for example, visual speech information also helps 
324 to phase-reset auditory networks). Control analyses were used by Power et al. (2012) to 
325 ensure that an ongoing oscillation was being measured rather than a series of evoked 
326 potentials (see also Soltész et al., 2013, for similar control analyses with dyslexic adults). 
327 English-speaking children aged on average 13 years showed significant neural entrainment in 
328 the EEG delta band (the rate of stimulus delivery, and the ‘stressed syllable’ rate in language 
329 processing) in all three conditions (A, AV, V). They also showed significant entrainment in 
330 the theta band (‘syllable’ rate) in the A and AV conditions. Interestingly, individual 
331 differences in theta entrainment were significantly correlated with reading development for 
332 this sample.
333
334 Phase Entrainment to Rhythmic Speech in Developmental Dyslexia
335
336 The relation between theta entrainment and reading was of interest as Power et al.’s 
337 (2012) study was a precursor for studies with children with developmental dyslexia. Power et 
338 al. (2013) proposed that neural entrainment to speech may be atypical in children with 
339 developmental dyslexia, since these children have known phonological difficulties and also 
340 have difficulties in discriminating amplitude rise times (Goswami, 2015, for a review). 
341 Indeed, a recent study of rise time discrimination by English-learning infants who were at 
342 family (genetic) risk for developmental dyslexia found that impaired rise time discrimination 
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343 was already measurable at 10 months, long before any print experience or reading instruction 
344 had commenced (Kalashnikova et al., 2017). Given the core role of amplitude rise times in 
345 accurate neural phase entrainment to AM patterns in speech (e.g., Doelling et al., 2014), an 
346 obvious neural mechanism relating these sensory difficulties to impaired phonological 
347 development in children with developmental dyslexia would be atypical oscillatory 
348 entrainment.
349 Temporal Sampling theory (TS theory, Goswami, 2011) was developed to provide a 
350 possible framework for understanding individual differences in children’s phonological 
351 development from this sensory/neural perspective. The TS framework linked auditory 
352 sensory rise time impairments to atypical neural speech encoding by the brain via 
353 oscillations. The core proposal was that the automatic alignment of endogenous brain 
354 rhythms and AM-driven rhythm patterns in speech would be atypical for children with 
355 impaired rise time perception. The term ‘temporal sampling’ refers to the fact that our 
356 continuous perceptual experience of speech depends on the binding together of information 
357 that is recorded discontinuously by our sensory systems. The brain is sampling sequential 
358 ‘snapshots’ of the auditory signal at multiple rates simultaneously via the different oscillatory 
359 networks in auditory cortex, and then binding them into a single percept (Teng et al., 2017). 
360 TS theory proposed that neural encoding of the slower rates of AM (<10 Hz, the rates which 
361 govern rhythm perception) could be atypical in children with developmental dyslexia. As 
362 reviewed above, the accurate perception of slower AMs should be important for the 
363 development of phonological awareness across all languages, for all children. 
364 When children with dyslexia were tested with the rhythmic syllable repetition 
365 paradigm developed by Power and his colleagues, they showed a significant difference in 
366 preferred phase in the delta band compared to control children. This phase difference was 
367 found in the A and AV conditions only, suggesting that entrainment to visual speech is intact 
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368 in dyslexia. Indeed, in this study the visual phase-resetting mechanism for auditory cell 
369 networks referred to earlier did not differ between dyslexic and control children. Preferred 
370 phase reflects the point in time during an oscillatory cycle (from excitation to inhibition) 
371 when most neurons discharge their electrical pulses. A group difference in preferred delta 
372 phase suggests that for the children with dyslexia, the peak neural response was occurring at 
373 less informative points in the incoming speech signal. Contrary to prediction, theta 
374 entrainment across conditions did not differ between groups (Power et al., 2013). 
375 Accordingly, for English-speaking children with developmental dyslexia, the phase 
376 entrainment of networks of cells that respond to rhythmic speech input at the delta rate was 
377 atypical. The neural response was ‘out of time’ compared to the neural response of typically-
378 developing readers. The mean phase lag for the dyslexic group could be computed and was 
379 12.8 ms. This phase lag would also affect the fidelity of the faster oscillations governed by 
380 the delta oscillation, for example gamma oscillations, thereby affecting the accuracy of 
381 phonetic perception as well.
382
383 Figure 4 about here 
384
385 This developmental perspective on preferred phase can be conceptualised as shown 
386 schematically in Figure 4. If the oscillatory delta peak of maximal neuronal excitability 
387 occurs at a temporal point at which the speech signal carries less information (i.e., the 
388 oscillation is out of phase with the AM information), speech perception would be adversely 
389 affected. As well as smearing the perception of prosodic information, the temporal alignment 
390 of faster oscillations would also be disrupted. Hence all the information in the linguistic 
391 hierarchy encoded by the listener that is carried by AM information (information about 
392 syllables, onset-rimes and phonemes), as well as prosodic linguistic information, would be of 
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393 poorer quality. Subsequent to Power et al.’s rhythmic repetition studies, TS theory has been 
394 investigated further in studies using sentences and stories (Power et al., 2016; Molinaro et al., 
395 2016). There are also relevant studies using the ASSR, described in the next section.
396
397 Neural Entrainment to Slower Modulations in Speech and Non-speech Inputs Appears 
398 Atypical in Developmental Dyslexia
399
400 Although studies using the speech signal are most informative with respect to the 
401 neural underpinnings of the ‘phonological deficit’ in dyslexia, a number of studies have used 
402 the ASSR to provide a simpler index of cortical responding. It is important to recall that 
403 while the ASSR may document entrainment, it cannot provide direct information regarding 
404 atypical responding (such as potential phase shifts) for speech information. Studies with both 
405 children and adults in a range of languages have reported an atypical ASSR to nonspeech 
406 stimulation in dyslexia (French: Lehongre et al., 2011; English: Hamalainen et al., 2012; 
407 Dutch: Poelmans et al., 2012, Vanvooren et al., 2014; Spanish: Lizarazu et al., 2015). The 
408 rates of AM stimulation have varied across studies, as have the group differences reported. 
409 As noted earlier, the use of speech as the input is critical to ensure that the inferences drawn 
410 in these studies concerning impaired entrainment in dyslexia at ‘phonetic’ or ‘syllabic’ rates 
411 are correct. At the current time, and given the considerable variability across studies, the field 
412 has yet to reach a consensus concerning dyslexia and the processing of AM noise. 
413 Accordingly, the focus here will be on studies using the speech signal as input, which 
414 are likely to be more informative with respect to neural impairment and compensation. In the 
415 first such study with children, Power and his colleagues asked participants with and without 
416 dyslexia to repeat semantically unpredictable sentences presented as degraded (noise 
417 vocoded) speech. Noise vocoding is a technique that forces greater reliance on speech 
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418 envelope cues, and individuals with dyslexia are typically significantly worse than controls at 
419 understanding noise vocoded speech (Megnin-Viggars & Goswami, 2013). The sentences 
420 were unpredictable to prevent children from using sentence context as a basis for guessing the 
421 words (e.g., “Arcs blew their cough”). Power et al. then used the children’s electrical brain 
422 responses to resynthesise the AMs in the input (the brain excitation response was used to re-
423 create the envelopes in the original sentences). This provided a direct measure of the neural 
424 quality of children’s speech envelope representations. Power et al. (2016) reported that the 
425 envelopes in the 0 – 2 Hz (delta) band were encoded less accurately by the children with 
426 dyslexia compared to age-matched controls. The accuracy measure reflected the size of the 
427 correlation for each individual between the speech envelopes produced by reverse-
428 engineering from the electrical responses in the brain (the reconstructed envelopes) and the 
429 acoustic information in the original speech envelopes, averaged across all the 200 sentences 
430 used in the experiment. Envelope encoding was also significantly less accurate for the 
431 children with dyslexia when they were compared to reading-level (RL) matched controls, 
432 children who were 2 years younger in age and who had reached the same developmental level 
433 in word reading as the children with dyslexia. The RL-match comparison seeks to control for 
434 the effects of reading experience on the brain. Reading experience is known to affect 
435 phonological awareness and speech processing, and indeed has recently been shown also to 
436 affect the amplitude modulation structure of conversational speech (illiterate adults speak 
437 differently, see Araujo et al., 2018). The significant difference in encoding accuracy 
438 compared to younger reading-level matched children found by Power and his colleagues 
439 suggests a fundamental encoding deficit for slow AM speech information in developmental 
440 dyslexia, at least for English-speaking dyslexic children. Power et al.’s (2016) study hence 
441 provides direct evidence for impaired neural phonological representations in dyslexia. 
442 Nevertheless, the children with dyslexia could report accurately the same number of 
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443 sentences as the younger RL children. The neural data suggest that the dyslexic children were 
444 achieving this level of speech recognition differently, although they do not reveal the 
445 complementary information being used. Of course, the children with dyslexia were not as 
446 efficient in speech recognition of the degraded signal as they should have been for their age, 
447 as shown by the comparison with the chronological age-matched control group, who were 
448 significantly more accurate in the sentence report task compared to the children with 
449 dyslexia.
450 Regarding phonological awareness, individual differences in envelope encoding were 
451 significantly related to individual differences in lexical stress perception, supportive of 
452 impaired encoding of stress patterning in dyslexia. As will be recalled, the modelling work 
453 discussed earlier showed that the phase of AMs in the delta band between word pairs 
454 contributed to rhyme similarity judgements, while changes in the magnitude of phase 
455 synchronisation between AMs in delta and theta bands was correlated with phoneme deletion. 
456 Accordingly, impaired encoding of speech envelope information in the delta band should 
457 affect phonological awareness at the rhyme and phoneme levels as well.
458 A study of Spanish children using MEG (magnetoencephalography, a technique that 
459 enables the localisation of phase entrainment as well as millisecond accuracy in recording 
460 neuroelectric oscillations) and a story listening task also found atypical delta-band 
461 entrainment for children with dyslexia (Molinaro et al., 2016). This is particularly interesting 
462 theoretically, as Spanish is a syllable-timed language while English is a stress-timed 
463 language. Hence the atypical delta band oscillatory entrainment that appears to characterise 
464 children with dyslexia is not affected by linguistic rhythm type. Molinaro and colleagues 
465 reported that the reduced delta synchronisation found in dyslexia originated in right primary 
466 auditory cortex. This is interesting with respect to the original study by Gross et al. (2013), 
467 which found that the right hemisphere showed significantly stronger phase entrainment to 
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468 delta-band modulations in speech than the left hemisphere. This finding of right-lateralised 
469 entrainment differences in dyslexia in Spanish is consistent with a recent fNIRs (functional 
470 near-infrared spectroscopy, a blood flow measure enabling localisation) study of English-
471 speaking children using the ASSR. Cutini et al. (2016) played rhythmic (AM) noise at two 
472 rates, 2 Hz (delta band) and 40 Hz (gamma band), to children with dyslexia and age-matched 
473 controls in a passive listening task. Analyses of blood flow (HbO concentration, a 
474 hemodynamic response) revealed a right-lateralised region focused on the supra-marginal 
475 gyrus (an area classically considered to be active during prosodic processing, see Sammler et 
476 al., 2015) that was more active in children with dyslexia for 2 Hz stimulation. Significant 
477 differences in hemodynamic activity were also found for the left superior temporal gyrus and 
478 the left angular gyrus (areas classically considered to be active during speech processing, see 
479 Rauschecker & Scott, 2009). The hemodynamic responses were significantly related to rise 
480 time discrimination for this sample of children (these were the same children who had 
481 participated in Power et al., 2013, 2016). 
482 The fNIRs data suggest a different balance of processing for slower versus faster AMs 
483 by hemisphere for the two groups, which is driven by atypical responses in both hemispheres. 
484 The right hemisphere loci reported by Molinaro et al. (2016) and Cutini et al. (2016)  are also 
485 interesting in light of the typical finding of a left-lateralised phonological processing deficit 
486 in fMRI studies of dyslexia (functional magnetic resonance imaging, which measures blood 
487 flow in the brain and hence identifies which brain areas are most active when different 
488 functions are performed; see Richlan et al., 2013, for a meta-analysis). The superior time 
489 course information provided by EEG and MEG may explain this discrepancy. Atypical 
490 encoding of speech in dyslexia may originate in the right hemisphere and then subsequently 
491 affect left hemisphere activity (Molinaro et al., 2016), particularly once reading instruction 
492 commences and begins to affect speech processing. This possibility could be explored by 
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493 studying illiterate adults as well as by studying children (see Goswami, 2015). Indeed, the 
494 conversational speech of illiterate adults has been shown to contain less tightly-synchronised 
495 AM information than the conversational speech of literate adults (Araujo et al., 2018). 
496 Accordingly, the mechanisms that are most important for speech perception by illiterates may 
497 differ as well. It is also important to study more languages than English and Spanish. 
498 Impairments at some temporal rates and compensation at other rates in different studies are 
499 likely to be found, reflecting cross-language differences in both orthographic and 




504 A sensory/neural oscillatory perspective on the mechanisms underpinning language 
505 acquisition may be very fruitful regarding how we conceptualise the language processing 
506 deficits found in children with oral developmental language disorder (DLD, previously 
507 termed Specific Language Impairment, e.g., Tallal, 2004). It may also illuminate our 
508 understanding of other developmental difficulties with an oral language component, such as 
509 autism. Regarding DLD, children with oral language impairments have also been found to 
510 show impaired rise time discrimination in experimental studies (Corriveau et al., 2007; 
511 Beattie & Manis, 2012). In children with DLD, impaired sensory discrimination of rise time 
512 is related to impaired processing of rhythm patterns in spoken language and impaired 
513 sensitivity to prosodic phrasing (Richards & Goswami, 2015, 2019; Cumming et al., 2015), 
514 mirroring results in developmental dyslexia. Nevertheless, the linguistic perceptual effects of 
515 impaired rise time discrimination may vary when comparing children with dyslexia and 
516 children with DLD. For example, one recent study compared children with DLD, children 
517 with dyslexia, and children with both DLD and impaired reading using a filtered nursery 
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518 rhyme recognition task. Children with dyslexia showed perceptual impairments when the 
519 nursery rhymes were passed through a low pass filter, which retained only the slower 
520 modulation information. Children with pure DLD and intact reading showed impairments 
521 when the nursery rhymes were passed through a band pass filter, which retained only faster 
522 modulation information. Children with both DLD and poor reading showed impairments in 
523 both conditions. Studies of oscillatory entrainment to speech by children with DLD are 
524 currently absent in the literature, but could be highly informative.
525 Regarding new avenues for remediation for dyslexia, TS theory suggests that giving 
526 young children activities that help them to develop accurate rhythmic synchronisation 
527 between different modalities and speech might enhance their phonological development 
528 (Bhide et al., 2013; Flaugnacco et al., 2014). Speech is a multi-modal signal (auditory, visual, 
529 motor), it is both a sound and an action. Accordingly, fostering multi-modal rhythmic 
530 activities may ‘entrain the oscillators’ that underpin rhythm perception and rhythmic 
531 production, improving the phase alignment of delta- and theta-rate oscillatory networks in 
532 auditory and motor cortex with rhythms in speech (see Goswami & Szűcs, 2011). For 
533 example, practice in singing in time to music, or practice in drumming or marching in time to 
534 a marching song, might support phonological development by enhancing the phase alignment 
535 of oscillators in the auditory and motor domains. As rhythm is more overt in music than in 
536 speech, children with rhythmic difficulties may find it easier to perceive musical rhythm, 
537 potentially supporting rhythmically-based musical interventions for both dyslexia and DLD. 
538 Intervention studies that incorporate pre-intervention and post-intervention measures of 
539 neural entrainment could throw light on this issue.
540 Indeed, it is interesting to note that humans’ ‘preferred beat rate’ for music is 120 
541 beats per minute (Moelents, 2002). This is exactly 2 Hz, a temporal rate that should benefit 
542 the remediation of phonological difficulties in children (Bhide et al., 2013). Indeed, the 
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543 developmental data reviewed here show a primary role for ~2 Hz AMs in the linguistic 
544 development of pre-literate children, for example via the AM modifications that characterise 
545 IDS. Accordingly, these data may suggest that differences reported in the modulation peaks 
546 for music (~2 Hz) and language (~5 Hz) are more apparent than real (Ding et al., 2017). Ding 
547 et al. analysed a series of different musical forms such as jazz and classical music, and a 
548 range of different human languages such as Chinese and English. They found that the 
549 modulation peak for music was ~2 Hz, and for language ~5 Hz. However, all the language 
550 analysed was produced by highly literate individuals. Language as spoken by pre-literate and 
551 illiterate individuals may show the same ~2 Hz modulation peak as the music produced by 
552 different cultures. Again, this could be explored experimentally. If spoken language for both 
553 pre-literate and illiterate groups shows a  modulation peak at ~2 Hz, matching the peak for 
554 music, then not only would human societies have converged on metrical organisation around 
555 a ~2 Hz rate for both speech and music, the ~5 Hz peak reported for spoken language in 
556 numerous adult studies would reflect the impact of literacy on spoken language production. 
557 Lullabies across cultures are sung at a beat rate of ~2 Hz (Trehub & Trainor, 1998). This 
558 provides tentative evidence that matching of the modulation structure of music and language 
559 may be found in preliterate cultures. Currently it is notable that almost the entire neural 
560 oscillatory literature regarding language processing depends on analysing the speech 
561 perception and production of university and college students (Araujo et al., 2018). This 




566 A sensory/neural oscillatory perspective on the mechanisms underpinning 
567 phonological development in children is useful for understanding developmental dyslexia and 
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568 widens inquiry from classic narrowly-focused phoneme-based analyses that dominate the 
569 literature (e.g., Hulme & Snowling, 2013). A temporal sampling perspective foregrounds the 
570 importance of children’s perception of stressed syllables and metrical rhythm patterns in 
571 spoken language for their development of phonological awareness. According to the 
572 sensory/neural mechanistic framework offered by Temporal Sampling theory, atypical 
573 sensory/neural processing of amplitude rise times and of patterns of amplitude modulation 
574 may underpin the phonological ‘deficit’ in dyslexia, with impaired learning about phonemes 
575 in dyslexia reflecting impairments at higher levels (namely slower time scales) in the 
576 oscillatory hierarchy. As reviewed here, slow AMs carry information about rhyme similarity 
577 (Leong & Goswami, 2017) and about phoneme-level changes (Flanagan & Goswami, 2018), 
578 in addition to information about rhythmic patterning and prosodic structure. Accordingly, 
579 atypical phase entrainment of neural networks by AM information in speech at slower 
580 timescales (at delta- and theta-rates) will affect children’s phonological development at all 
581 linguistic levels, and may affect the extraction of grammatical information as well (for 
582 example, concerning inflectional morphology in English, see Flanagan & Goswami, 2018). 
583 Further, recent studies with adults show that low frequency cortical oscillations (< 8 Hz) also 
584 carry phonetic information directly (Di Liberto et al., 2015). This low frequency oscillatory 
585 phonetic information is represented atypically in children with developmental dyslexia (Di 
586 Liberto et al., 2018), at right hemisphere cortical locations. This provides direct evidence that 
587 atypical oscillatory entrainment to slower modulations (< 10 Hz) has negative consequences 
588 for the development of phoneme awareness, as predicted by TS theory. 
589 TS theory also proposed that other speech features that are less dependent on slower 
590 AMs in the speech envelope may be over-weighted in the phonological representations 
591 developed by children with dyslexia, at least prior to learning to read. For example, to 
592 compensate for the atypical processing of slower AMs, acoustic elements such as rapid 
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593 spectral changes may be perceived in fine detail, which would impair generalisation 
594 (impairing phonemic learning: Serniclaes et al., 2004; Chandrasekaran et al., 2009). To date, 
595 there are insufficient data to clearly demonstrate such compensation. However, consistent 
596 with this proposal, Goswami et al. (2011b) showed that while children with dyslexia were 
597 significantly poorer at discriminating amplitude rise time changes in synthetic speech 
598 syllables than control children, they were significantly better at discriminating rapid rises in 
599 frequency in these syllables, able on average to discriminate a difference of 15 ms in rising 
600 frequency compared to 30 ms for control children. Meanwhile, Serniclaes and his colleagues 
601 have demonstrated maintained allophonic perception in developmental dyslexia, with 
602 dyslexic children continuing to make distinctions between allophonic variants of sounds like 
603 /d/ and /t/ that are no longer perceived by control children. Hence while typically-developing 
604 children appear to develop phonological lexical representations that are optimally organised 
605 to support the acquisition of orthographies, children with atypical temporal sampling of the 
606 speech signal do not. Nevertheless, the speaking and listening skills of affected children may 
607 appear unimpaired on certain oral measures, even though the rhythmic timing of their oral 
608 speech production may show subtle effects (see Leong & Goswami, 2014, for adult data). 
609 Indeed, impairments in syllable timing can be identified if the speech production of very 
610 young children (2 and 3 years) who are at family risk for dyslexia is analysed (Smith et al., 
611 2008).
612 In closing, it is important to emphasise that the TS developmental framework predicts 
613 that the developmental trajectories characteristic of children with dyslexia in different 
614 languages may differ for each language. This may be the case even before literacy tuition 
615 begins. For example, the role of linguistic rhythm class needs further experimental 
616 exploration, and AM-based analyses of infant-directed and child-directed speech in different 
617 languages using the S-AMPH modelling approach are required. Further, as orthographic 
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618 information becomes integrated into the phonological lexicon via learning to read, this may 
619 lead to differential weightings developing for the different phonological units given by rapid 
620 versus slower temporal information in speech, which could also vary with orthographic 
621 transparency. Orthographic learning may thus impact oscillatory processes differently in 
622 different languages. This proposed complex and ongoing developmental interaction between 
623 phonological and orthographic learning makes experimental investigations of TS theory 
624 challenging. Nevertheless, infants in all languages begin parsing the speech signal by using 
625 rhythm and stress patterns. Accordingly, a TS framework may offer a 
626 sensory/neural/cognitive framework within which to design theory-driven investigations of 
627 phonological difficulties in dyslexia and also within which to investigate other developmental 
628 disorders of language learning such as DLD and perhaps even autism. In each case, 
629 comparative investigations across languages are likely to be particularly informative. 
630 Accordingly, a neural oscillations perspective may enhance our understanding of language 
631 development in many areas of childhood difficulty, not just developmental dyslexia.
632
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877 1. Schematic depiction of some of the factors that contribute to the development of 
878 phonological representations by children. The figure shows some of the major 
879 factors that will affect the development of accurate phonological representations for 
880 words by children across languages and from birth. The factors likely to operate in 
881 similar ways across languages are noted. The “Reading and Spelling Acquisition” 
882 factor will not be operating from birth, hence it is denoted by a dashed line. AM = 
883 amplitude modulation.
884 2. The amplitude envelope and speech spectrogram for the English nursery rhyme 
885 phrase “Ring a’ ring o’ roses”. The speech signal is depicted over time in all panels. 
886 The middle panel shows the raw speech signal with the amplitude envelope (the 
887 power-weighted averaged amplitude) in red. The conventional depiction of speech as 
888 a spectrogram is shown in the bottom panel of the figure, and the top panel shows the 
889 novel and complementary depiction enabled by the S-AMPH model. The colours for 
890 the top panel depict spectral frequency bands, with relative amplitude on the Y axis. 
891 Figure by Sheila Flanagan.
892 3. Schematic depiction of the linguistic hierarchy, the amplitude modulation (AM) 
893 hierarchy nested in children’s nursery rhymes, and the oscillatory hierarchy. The 
894 linguistic hierarchy depicted in the centre of the panel shows the phonological units of 
895 different grain sizes that are reliably recognised prior to literacy; note that for 
896 languages with simple syllables (comprising single consonants and vowels), the onset 
897 and rime units will correspond to single phonemes. The frequencies of the 
898 electrophysiological oscillations measurable in the brain and thought to be relevant to 
899 perceiving these phonological units are depicted to the left-hand side of the figure 
900 (delta, 1 – 3 Hz; theta, 4 – 8 Hz, beta, 15 – 30 Hz). The centre frequencies of the 
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901 amplitude modulations as extracted by the S-AMPH modelling are depicted to the 
902 right-hand side of the figure. The figure shows that the temporal rates for the AMs in 
903 speech and for the neuronal oscillations are approximately matched.
904 4. Schematic depiction of oscillatory phase entrainment. The figure shows a 2 Hz 
905 oscillation that is either in phase (solid line) versus out of phase (dashed line) with 
906 important information in the speech signal (“Jack and Jill went up the hill”). The 
907 phase lag is exaggerated for explanatory purposes. Figure by Sheila Flanagan.
908
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Figure 1 Schematic depiction of some of the factors that contribute to the development of phonological 
representations by children. The figure shows some of the major factors that will affect the development of 
accurate phonological representations for words by children across languages and from birth. The factors 
likely to operate in similar ways across languages are noted. The “Reading and Spelling Acquisition” factor 
will not be operating from birth, hence it is denoted by a dashed line. 
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Figure 2 The amplitude envelope and speech spectrogram for the English nursery rhyme phrase “Ring a’ ring 
o’ roses”. The speech signal is depicted over time in all panels. The middle panel shows the raw speech 
signal with the amplitude envelope (the power-weighted averaged amplitude) in red. The conventional 
depiction of speech as a spectrogram is shown in the bottom panel of the figure, and the top panel shows 
the novel and complementary depiction enabled by the S-AMPH model. The colours for the top panel depict 
spectral frequency bands, with relative amplitude on the Y axis. Figure by Sheila Flanagan. 
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Figure 3 Schematic depiction of the linguistic hierarchy, the amplitude modulation (AM) hierarchy nested in 
children’s nursery rhymes, and the oscillatory hierarchy. The linguistic hierarchy depicted in the centre of 
the panel shows the phonological units of different grain sizes that are reliably recognised prior to literacy; 
note that for languages with simple syllables (comprising single consonants and vowels), the onset and rime 
units will correspond to single phonemes. The frequencies of the electrophysiological oscillations measurable 
in the brain and thought to be relevant to perceiving these phonological units are depicted to the left-hand 
side of the figure (delta, 1 – 3 Hz; theta, 4 – 8 Hz, beta, 15 – 30 Hz). The centre frequencies of the 
amplitude modulations as extracted by the S-AMPH modelling are depicted to the right-hand side of the 
figure. The figure shows that the temporal rates for the AMs in speech and for the neuronal oscillations are 
approximately matched. 
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Figure 4 Schematic depiction of oscillatory phase entrainment. The figure shows a 2 Hz oscillation that is 
either in phase (solid line) versus out of phase (dashed line) with important information in the speech signal 
(“Jack and Jill went up the hill”). The phase lag is exaggerated for explanatory purposes. Figure by Sheila 
Flanagan. 
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